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Two Mothers of Latvian Literature: Aspazi ja and Anna 
Brigadere 

Sandra Me.~kova, University of Latvia 

Abstract. This article deals with the construction of two "first outstanding" 
women authors in Latvian literary canon at the beginning of the 20 th century -- 
Aspazija and Anna Brigadere. Most notable is the traditionally accepted 
opposition of the writers, which recurs and is "recycled" in critical reflections up 
to the present time. Aspazija is treated as a woman of protest, the progenitor Of 
Latvian feminism, while Anna Brigadere is constructed within the canon as the 
great national writer who produces in her works the version of femininity, which 
found a positive resonance with the cultural values and dynamics of her epoch. In 
addition, the creative symbiosis of Aspazija and Rainis has its own canonization 
and textual history. The article explores the ramifications of this opposition of 
canonical women authors, with a particular emphasis on the way both women 
wrote rand revised a literary self, and presents possibilities for reinterpreting the 
course of Aspazija and Rainis' literary relationship in view of the periodization of 
both creative lives. 

W omen's presence in Latvian literature is strongly bound up with the 
formation of  the Latvian literary canon at the end of the 19 th century. 

After the nationalist (neo-Latvian) movement of  the 1850-60s, the social- 
democratic movement appropriated the ideas of  an independent Latvian 
nation, and related it to its own ideals of  statehood, citizenship, democracy, 
and relations between the sexes. The image of  a liberated woman as an 
equal partner for man in their common labour of  the production of  state, 
community, and nation, recurs in major texts of  the turn of  the 19th-20 th 

centuries, very often reconstructed out of  mythological material. Gender as 
an active instrument in the process of  national identity construction has 
been much analyzed by postcolonial feminists of  1980-90s such as Nira 
Yuval-Davis, Zillah Eisenstein, and Gayatri Spivak. They point out that the 
feminine and the masculine in nationalist discourse are (re)produced in 
accordance with the needs, priorities, and values of  the national 
community. Hence, the masculine symbolizes national heroic spirit, its 
strength, and the nation's striving for independence and freedom, whereas 
the feminine is appropriated to symbolize the reproducer of  the nation and 
the bearer of  its symbolic values (Yuval-Davis). The vivid presence of  
women in Latvian cultural tradition might seem to be a glorification of  
woman, but in fact is glorification of  the feminine, as appropriated by the 
patriarchal discourse. The other side of  this phenomenon is the denial and 
exclusion of  feminine difference, of  woman fantasized as dangerous and 
subversive according to the national masculine imaginary. The Second Sex 
by Simone de Beauvoir points out that in Western philosophical tradition 
the feminine difference has been inscribed within the masculine order of  
sameness, or constructed as a projection: the feminine is what masculine is 
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not or does not want to be. The division is fortified by the prevalence of  the 
male genealogical system over the female one; hence the transfer of values 
along the male lineage is given first hand, and the female is often 
appropriated as the instrument of this transfer, the means of cultural 
exchange. In Latvia, the feminine has also been an instrument of  creating 
the cultural canon, the thread that pieces together otherwise dangerously 
scattered bits of  cultural production. 

Philosopher Ella Buceniece points out that the tendency to relate an 
individual identity to the national identity causes fear of feminine 
difference, as it might turn out to be incompatible with the national identity 
(40). Impairing the centre would result in the disruption of the whole 
structure; thus woman as the centre must be grounded on a reliable rock -- 
and what can be more reliable than the masculine ratio, the symbolic order, 
the paternal law? 

This specific androgyny (feminine grounded on masculine) reveals the 
logic of  "the feminine" within androcentric discourse and forms the basic 
matrix of constructing a woman author within the literary canon, mirrored 
in constructing a female character within the textual structure, feeling 
within reflection, nature within culture. This is a solid rock, unless the 
interior perspective -- the perspective of  the woman -- opens up. 

Latvian post-Soviet feminist thought has been actively engaged with 
opening up this inner perspective, overcoming the resistance of patriarchal 
discourse, considering whether or not this is an utopian project, and 
weighing what this means for a cultural tradition. Thus, in the case of 
theorizing Latvian women's literary and cultural tradition, it is not 
archaeology but reconstructing the canon that seems to be the way to 
address the issues mentioned above. From the post-Soviet cultural 
perspective, whose double dynamic consists of  disclaiming 50 years' 
Soviet legacy and reclaiming the "authentic" Latvian tradition (which 
could be very clearly considered a neo-nationalist project), feminist 
reflection has to situate itself in relation to several cross-cutting drives: 
resymbolization of  woman within the neo-nationalist discourse and 
reconstructing the feminine from a woman's point of  view, along with the 
traces of  women's indignation and resistance to their symbolizations. 

In the late 1920s and 1930s several versions of  the history of women's 
literature were written. In 1931, Lilija Brant's book -- Latviegu sieviete 

("Latvian Woman") was published, which comprised a cultural history of 
women, providing a many-faceted survey. The bibliography entails 485 
entries, which clearly shows that Brant's book is not an isolated or unique 
investigation, but has a continuity and is integrated within a vast body of 
research. Another book was published in 1936 by Janis Kelpe -- Sieviete 
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latviegu rakstniec~ba ("Woman in Latvian Writing"), where over 60 
women authors are mentioned since the beginning of  the 19 th century. Yet 
there have also been attempts at silencing women's names. In 1935, 
Latvian literary critic Paula J~gere-Freimane criticized an academic literary 
history, written by critic Ligotnu J~kabs, for not mentioning the names of 
Bormanu Anna whose poetry preceded Juris Alun~ns, officially recognized 
as the first Latvian national poet; first woman prose writer Medinsku 
Marija; Maija P~k~na who wrote plays before the "father of Latvian 
drama" .~dolfs Alunans, etc. (J~gere-Freimane 220) These examples 
manifest a general tendency, pointed out by Western gynocritics, of erasing 
women's names from the literary tradition and representing the majority of 
women writers by carefully selected "matriarchs". 

In Latvian literary tradition there are two canonized "first outstanding" 
women authors -- Aspazija (the pen-name of poet and playwright Elza 
Rozenberga, 1865-1943) and Anna Brigadere (1861-1933). As pointed out 
by Paula J~gere-Freimane, these are "two women's names with a golden 
aura", the only ones selected to represent Latvian women's writing through 
the 1920s, while other women's names have disappeared from it. The 
opposition set up between these two writers treat Aspazija as a woman of 
protest and Anna Brigadere as the "white" ethical Latvian woman, white 
being the traditional symbol of virtue and goodness in Latvian folklore. 
Thus the Latvian literary canon provides space for both the subversive 
woman -- Aspazija, and the traditional matriarch, the bearer of  the 
symbolical burden -- Anna Brigadere. Seemingly this ideal positioning 
provides for difference and respects the individual preferences of both 
writers. However, the construction of  the opposition between the two 
writers, revealed by the analysis of the critical reception and periodization 
of their works yields a more contradictory picture, and provides insight into 
the regularities of  the formation of canon and literary tradition in Latvia. 

The putative rivalry between the two writers is pure myth, as they did 
not develop personal contacts, and never referred to each other, each 
producing writing of an entirely different kind: Anna Brigadere is mostly 
related to the realist tradition, writing prose and plays, while Aspazija 
produced Romantic and early Modernist poetry and dramas. The two 
writers would deserve appreciation as representatives of different styles, as 
did their contemporary male colleagues -- e.g. realist RQdolfs Blaumanis 
and Romanticist and early Modernist Rainis. Instead, Aspazija and Anna 
Brigadere were set against each other as the waning moon and the rising 
sun, clearly foregrounding Anna Brigadere's progress, in opposition to 
Aspazija's decline and deterioration. The space for difference is collapsed 
into sameness, determined by the fact that Anna Brigadere is closer than 
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Aspazija to the appropriate version of femininity. Consequently, Brigadere 
is given first prize in their artificially constructed competition. This could 
be considered a characteristic example of canonizing the feminine and 
destroying the woman who has dared to differ, or does not fit into her own 
emblem. 

Anna Brigadere: the Symbolical Matriarch 

It is evident from critics' positive references to Anna Brigadere's 
works, that she was canonized and praised as the producer of  a certain 
version of  femininity which found a positive resonance with the cultural 
values and dynamics of her epoch. This version of femininity encompassed 
the topical image of the turn-of-the-century emancipated woman, 
folklorized feminine values and virtues, as well as the new-fangled notion 
of a creative woman who participates in cultural reproduction. It should be 
noted that women's creativity has always been related to their functioning 
in a community -- family and nation; women are creative as brides who 
make their dowry, as wives who keep the hearth, as mothers who raise 
children. Women's participation in "genuine" creative work, determined at 
the tum of 19th-20 th centuries in Latvia by the Romantic paradigm, was 
accepted on certain conditions, deeply embedded within the historico- 
cultural context and its accepted version of  femininity. The definition of 
femininity, current at the turn of  the century, was provided by the literary 
critic and editor of  literary magazines, ,~ronu Matiss: "Woman is the left 
side of the nation -- the side where the heart beats." (Ligomu Jekabs 298, 
here and forward author's translation) This formulation reveals the sexual 
code of the "ratio"-"sensus" opposition, with "ratio" encoded as masculine, 
"sensus" as feminine. According to this opposition, woman's presence in 
culture is justified by her ability to provide the heart-beats of  the nation, to 
balance the rational and the sensual. 

Anna Brigadere is usually mentioned along with Rainis and RQdolfs 
Blaumanis as the third major playwright of  the first half of the 20th 
century. Taking into account the high place that drama occupied in the 
hierarchy of  genres in Latvian critical thought of that time, this surely 
testifies to her central place in the canon. Her writing spans more than 30 
years: she began publishing short stories and poetry in the late 1890s, 
proceeded with prose, poetry and dramas in the first two decades of  the 20 th 

century, and finished her major prose, work -- the autobiographical trilogy 
Dievs. Daba. Darbs. (God. Nature. Labour.) a couple of months before her 
death in 1933. She was an active literary and theatre critic and also a public 
figure, presiding over charity committees and women's organizations; she 
edited magazines, worked as a governess, and accompanied her pupils in 
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travels abroad to Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. Coming from a poor 
peasant family, she made her own career by becoming a professional writer 
who even established a literary prize to be awarded every three years to the 
author of the best nationally idealistic work of the period. 

Brigadere was first recognized for the feminine sensibility in her early 
prose and poetry. Ligotnu J~kabs' review is characteristic: "Her poetry 
depicts such intricate psychological nuances that they are not accessible to 
the rational mind, and that are captured by woman, due to her specific 
sensibility." (300) No attempt is made to explicate what this feminine 
sensibility is actually about, or in what way it is different from the 
masculine sensibility. The lack of such explication indicates that the 
feminine sensibility in Anna Brigadere's poetry is framed as a supplement 
to the spiritual strivings of man that dominated in the Romantic poetry 
before her, represented generally by male authors. It is also deemed 
essential that, in case femininity overdraws the limit and enters the 
masculine sphere, there will be no gain: what is admirable in man, turns 
ridiculous in woman. To cite Ligotnu J~kabs again: "The main features of 
Anna Brigadere's story are neither brawling heroism, nor courage and 
strength, nor theatrical dramatism, but intrinsic femininity in the most pure 
and sublime sense of  the word." (303, authors' italics in this and 
subsequent quotations). 

In J~nis Ezerin~' review of Brigadere's play Maija un Paija (1921) two 
characters from different plays are coupled and made into token examples 
of masculinity and femininity -- SpridTtis (the Inch-boy, the protagonist of 
a fairy-drama for children SprMFtis (1903), a small but heroic boy who 
stands the test of his virility and proves to be strong enough to withstand 
any challenge, from his step-mother's meanness to a fight with a giant) and 
Maija, an angelically good orphan-girl from the fairy-play Maija un Paija. 
The critic so much desires to see the two together that he can afford to 
erase the textual boundaries. Ezerin~' reading recontextualizes Maija, who 
appears in the play as an active agent, by turning her into a passive yet 
worthy supplement of the benevolently aggressive Inch-boy. This 
paradigmatic example reveals the harmonizing potential of the feminine 
supplement in relation to an excessively aggressive masculine figure. 

Entering the literary discourse in this situation, one of women authors' 
strategies was trying to unite "ratio" and "sensus" while sustaining the 
sexual code. In her letter to closest friend, poetess Luize Stumberga, Anna 
Brigadere praised her for "masculine spirit and feminine soul," manifest in 
her combination of wit and placidity (Par garTgo 409). This is a 
characteristic example of the culturally split feminine subject, formed by 
introjecting the masculine -- feminine opposition. S.Gilbert and S.Gubar 
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have investigated extreme manifestations of  culturally imposed internal 
splits in the texts of 19-20 th century women authors: madness, a 
schizophrenic sense of unreality, and enforced silence. Recognizing one's 
own "ratio" as masculine (hence, other) and constructing one's own 
"sensus" as a supplement to this other "ratio" is the price canonized women 
pay for the possibility of  legitimate writing and recognition. Anna 
Brigadere accepted these terms by constructing her "ratio"-"sensus" 
opposition within the framework of the Christian tradition, according to 
which "sensus" is measured by the potential for suffering, and "ratio" by its 
capability to motivate the necessity of suffering and its metaphysical 
significance. Anna Brigadere produces suffering, self-sacrificial feminine 
figures, heroines who must learn how to be proper women, self- 
annihilating heroines, and figures who must transcend their bodily, material 
being and identify with the "eternally feminine" creative substance. 
Treating Anna Brigadere's heroines from this perspective, we read the 
apogee of feminine suffering, stifled cries of pain, veiled abysses of exalted 
loneliness, pitiful sacrifices. This is the other side of  the sublime version of 
femininity, the traditional idealized Latvian woman, for which Anna 
Brigadere was so much praised. 

Critics such as Paula J~gere-Freimane, P~teris t~rmanis, and Zenta 
Maurina single out two distinct types of women characters in Brigadere's 
writing, actually echoing the typology formulated by Brigadere herself. In 
an article "Piezimes pie laulibas problemas" (Notes on the Problem of  
Marriage, 1924) she mentions two types of women that dominate in 
modern intellectual life: the indulgent woman and the sacrificial woman 
who gradually grows into its paradigm -- the sacrificial mother (Par garTgo 
123). The indulgent woman abuses her femininity; in 1902 Anna Brigadere 
wrote an extensive critique of Ibsen's Hedda Gabler (the play was shown 
in Riga in 1902 by Berlin Ibsen Theatre company), emphasizing how the 
tragic route was taken by the heroine herself, turning her tragedy into the 
triumph of  her guilt. The sacrificial woman is conventionally labelled in 
Brigadere's reception as the one who has chosen the white way, thus 
emphasizing her ethical dimension. This type is specified by Brigadere as 
the new woman-mother. Brigadere on the one hand points to the 
paradigmatic maternal figure, and on the other sets out to synthesize her 
with the emancipated woman of  the beginning of  the 20 th century. The 
result is an image who, like an emancipated woman "has grown up as an 
individual spirit, has found her own self" (Par garfgo 123), but who 
nevertheless is not self-sufficient and strives for a spiritual union with an 
equal individual; who desires to reach ultimate perfection and who needs a 
more perfect human whom she sees in her child and/or partner. In Anna 
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Brigadere's writing the new woman-mother developed gradually, reaching 
its most distinct manifestation in her drama Ilga (1920). 

In the preceding sequence of  stories and dramas, Anna Brigadere's 
heroines are the emblems of  feminine self-sacrifice, which incites a 
positive end and reveals the functionality of  the feminine sacrifice in the 
patriarchal culture. Hence, in her early prose piece Mare, the heroine is an 
angelic woman who does everything for her beloved man, up to total self- 
denial, being ready to disappear from his life, if  needed, till finally she gets 
his appreciation: 

- You precious, how you have suffered -- and love.d! 
But Mare just gave her warm smile that could brighten up human hearts 
and softly answered: 

- I am a woman! ... 
And new life opened before them ... (Brigadere, Kadpumpuri 169) 

One of  Brigadere's most highly praised texts during her lifetime was 
her fairy-drama Princese Gundega un karalis Brusubarda (Princess 
Gundega and King Raggedbeard, 1912), which dramatizes the story of  a 
proud princess who is tamed by means of teaching her to love a man who 
first appears as a beggar, M~ris, but who turns out to be a king, for whom 
she sacrifices herself. In the reviews of  the play, the triumph of  their love 
was perceived as the synthesis of  nature (Gundega) and culture (M~ris): 
"Taken on their own, they are incomplete; they reach completion only 
together, as sense and sensibility make a whole by common action. Hence, 
nature and culture, the essence of  woman and man, reach synthesis in love, 
capable of  self-denial and sacrifice." (ISrmanis 112) Taming a woman into 
the sublime feminine becomes an intrinsic part of  the creation of  the 
patriarchal world. 

The tragic dimension of  femininity as a supplement is revealed in 
Brigadere's drama llga (1920), where the heroine's futile efforts to find 
happiness in love assume a tragic solution in her suicide. Melodramatic 
reception of  the play was prevented by Paula J~gere-Freimane in 1921, as 
she came up with an interpretation of  Ilga as "the new woman", a complete 
human being, not divided between body and soul any more, whose tragic 
frustration is determined by the lack of a man that would be her equal. Yet, 
this promising completion of  a woman did not survive for long, as P~teris 
l~rmanis conceptualizes "the new woman" as "the mother that will raise 
sons and contribute to the formation of  the new - future - man" (145). The 
same model of  woman as a supplement is reproduced anew. 

According to Paula J~gere-Freimane, who points to the possible 
autobiographical aspect of  the play, Ilga might be a certain self- 
dramatization of  Brigadere. She relates the three masculine characters to 
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three men in Anna Brigadere's life. Professor Zendborgs might be related 
to Langmesser, a Swiss doctor whom Brigadere met during her trip to 
Switzerland in 1898. She treated him -- a family man, much older than 
herself, as her literary adviser, sent him her stories, translated by herself 
into German. Their correspondence lasted till 1914, then broke off, soon to 
be followed by Langmesser's death. Brigadere considered the letters 
written to him to be her best creation, and pitied the impossibility of  
retrieving them, as they were probably destroyed by his wife. The young 
poet Grants may have the Latvian decadent poet Fallijs (i.e. Phallus, the 
pen-name of  Konrads Bul~ns) as a prototype; their relationship was 
ambivalent, episodic, and must have broken up even before Fallijs' 
untimely death in Moscow in 1915, as Brigadere, also being there as a 
wartime refugee, did not even visit him on his sickbed. Architect Krons 
may be modelled on J~nis Rapa, one of  the owners of a major publishing 
house Valters un R a p a  that published Brigadere's complete works in 12 
volumes. Judging from their lengthy correspondence, he must have been a 
close friend to Brigadere. The sense o f  loneliness, frustration and 
depression show in her letters of  that time, coincident with World War I. 
Her way of  dealing with it is self-symbolization. Thus, in a letter to J~nis 
Rapa (31.12. [ 19] 17.) she writes: 

I always talk to you, to the days long past, to the harmonious time of 
Moscow. Now it is hard. My strength is gone and hope -- to survive and 
again, again see my precious ones -- is lost. I could not get warm at home 
any more. So great is the cold, heartloneliness. My -- the same as my 
nation's -- destiny is the orphan-girl's role, without any rights. I have 
grown tired of fighting. (Par garTgo 339) 

This view is confirmed by Paula Jegere-Freimane's interpretation: 

"Having always remained alone, without a life-partner, she [A.B.] in her 
personal life grew closer and closer to the destiny of her nation. 
Catastrophes of the life of her nation were the catastrophes of her own 
life; she suffered through them with all her intrinsic inner essence." (232) 

The secure wedding to the nation, encrypts in the very centre that 
mutilates any impulse that is potentially subversive or merely 
unpredictable, crops up in the reviews on Brigadere's work as a fantasy of  
critical thought, and is echoed by Brigadere herself in her self-criticism, 
comments and letters. Brigadere has remained the National writer at all 
times, notwithstanding the changes within the literary canon in the Soviet 
period and post-Soviet times, yet her centrality has never been challenged. 
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Aspazija: Part  of the Great Couple of Latvian Literature 

In a 1932 poem dedicated to the 35 th anniversary of Anna Brigadere's 
career as a writer, Aspazija congratulates her colleague as a rising sun, 
while referring to herself as moon, thus providing a metaphor for the 
accepted opposition between the two "first greatest" Latvian women 
writers (l~rmanis 181). Her own career (and life) prove to be a sad example 
of  how mainstream critical definitions, periodizations, and labellings 
fragmented her writing, welded her life to the life-course of her husband 
Rainis (the pen-name of J~nis Pliekg~ns, 1865-1929), the greatest national 
poet and playwright, and forced her personality into the greatest literary 
couple of Latvian literature. 

The "Aspazija and Rainis" story, which starts with their meeting in 
1894 and ends with Rainis' death in 1929, framed by a prologue and 
epilogue of Aspazija's life before and after, has been rewritten many times, 
and it still remains among the most essential Latvian literary myths. The 
story is summarized by Aspazija in 1920s in an informal talk to friends: 
"First there was Aspazija; then Aspazija and Rainis; later Rainis and 
Aspazija; finally -- only Rainis." (Viese 135) 

The story first appeared after the poets' return in 1920 to the newly 
established Latvian Republic from 14 years of emigration in Switzerland. 
They had fled from the repressions after the 1905 political uprising against 
the tsarist regime of the Russian Empire, in which they both had taken an 
active part. Taking into account their close relation to the social-democratic 
movement, which was considered to be the major force for gaining 
independence, their return was celebrated as a national festival, and 
Aspazija and Rainis were treated as the symbolical parents of the newly- 
born Latvian state, having sustained and nursed the idea of the new 
republic throughout the dire years of  World War I. Thus, on the one hand 
they were paid tribute for their accomplishments in the course of  the 
development of  Latvian self-awareness and democratic ideals of its would- 
be statehood; on the other hand, their love, marriage, mutual sacrifices, and 
creative collaboration became an essential cultural myth in which they 
found themselves inscribed. Needless to say, Aspazija experienced this 
inscription in a much more dire way, as she was always alluded to as a 
faithful follower, supporter, and companion of the great national poet 
Rainis, in the best case winning praise for sacrificing her own poet's talent 
and ambition for the mutual benefit of their creative coexistence and the 
common cultural gain for the whole Latvian nation. Rainis was considered 
the creator of vital images and myths of Latvian cultural reflection: 
L~rplEsis ("Bearslayer") in his drama Uguns un nakts ("Fire and Night", 
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1905) as a token image of the strength of Latvian nation and the potential 
of its fighting for independence; SpTdola from the same drama as a symbol 
of Latvian cultural consciousness. 

It should be noted that La6pl~sis-Spidola dialectic of strength and 
culture, whose union lays the foundation for the existence of Latvian 
nation, offers a paradigmatic expression of the traditional gender roles that 
were also accepted as specifically Latvian. SpTdola's course of repressing 
her wild nature (she was modelled on a witch-image from the Latvian 
national epic L~dpl~sis) and her growing awareness about her possible 
contribution to La6pl~sis' fights against the oppressors of Latvian people 
by promoting his development and inspiring his strength is a powerful 
emblem of "taming" and appropriating the huge feminine power and 
channelling it into a culturally productive route. The La6plesis-Spidola 
dialectic was projected onto Rainis-Aspazija. Her recognition of this is 
confirmed in a letter of 2.10.1911 to Rainis, in which she encourages him 
to proceed with his writing, signing the letter as Spidola: "We, two lonely 
peaks of mountains, see each other across the far-away distance ... Keep 
working! Keep working! We will win! -- Spidola." (Viese 75) 

The Aspazija-Rainis story is so tightly constructed that it finds 
expression both in the common biographies of the couple and inevitably 
also in their individual biographies, either "real" or fictionalized. It seems 
impossible to tear apart these Siamese twins, especially if one needs to 
follow Aspazija's line. To reconstruct her life-course, one needs to 
deconstruct the couple and read her life intertextually with her own writing, 
but also in consideration of her constant editing of Rainis' texts, and her 
translations of Rainis' poetry and plays into German, as well as the lengthy 
and scrupulous process of preparing letters, notes, and prefaces. This part 
of Aspazija's contribution to Latvian literature has not been investigated 
seriously yet, apart from passing remarks that Aspazija did the editing of 
e.g. Rainis' drama Jazeps un vina br~li and reduced the original Rainis' 
text to half its length. In this short article, it is possible only to sketch out 
the enforced fragmentation of her life, according to her own bitterly ironic 
scheme. 

Aspazija 

Aspazija (a pen-name of Elza Rozenberga) gained instant and fast 
recognition with her first works -- the drama Atrieb~ja ("The Avengeress", 
1888) which won first prize in the Riga Latvian Community drama contest; 
Vaidelote ("The Vestal", 1894) which hit the headlines of periodicals and 
whose staging was a great success; Zaudgtds ties~bas ("The Lost Rights", 
1894) which reconfirmed her fame, as well as her early poetry, published 
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in periodicals. Due to the topical social motives of  her plays, attractively 
shaped by the passionate temperament of her heroines and related by critics 
to her own personality, she was praised by the recently-formed social- 
democratic press (Dienas Lapa), as well as the more conservative 
nationalistically oriented press (like Majas Viesa Mgnegraksts), and there 
were attempts to appropriate her writing from both sides. Hence her 
writings became an essential element of the contemporary cultural 
discourse, inciting major controversies around burning issues such as 
women's rights, poverty, social stratification, the nation, and religion. 
Aspazija also touched upon these problems in her public presentations, 
taking part in the discussion evenings practised by social-democrats in 
educational institutions, cultural and political societies, and factories, a 
most popular form of  public consciousness-raising. 

The passionate, attractive, and beautiful heroines of Aspazija's dramas 
were a novelty for Latvian literature. They gained instant positive and very 
powerful resonance with the cultural strivings of  the epoch. The erotic 
overtones of Aspazija's rebellious women also provided a (sexually) 
attractive form for shaping their advanced and daring ideas. The link 
between Aspazija's personality and her heroines heightened the effect. 
Aspazija appeared as a well-educated young woman of extreme beauty 
which, judging from the photographs of that period, she also liked to 
exhibit. She came from a well-to-do peasant family, demonstrating an 
emancipated woman's standpoint and zeal for novelty. Her pen-name 
Aspazija, suggested in the mid-1880s by her tutor in philosophy and 
philology, an educated neighbour named K~rlis Jansons, first appeared in 
print in 1887, and proved to be very successful. Alluding to the famous, 
well-educated Greek cultural figure, it implied Aspazija's admiration for 
the ancient epoch and its classical values. She later tried to give the pen- 
name up, but it kept appearing in reviews and articles, so she was bound to 
accept it as her second name, the name of her cultural and public persona 
(Mana dzFve 24). Her public life was touched by her slightly scandalous 
reputation, related to her early marriage and its enigmatic breakdown: she 
appeared on the literary scene as the undivorced wife of  a run-away 
husband. Her marriage with Vilhelms Maksis Valters in 1886 was enforced 
by her parents (mostly by her mother) after she ran away from home twice 
-- first to the nearest town of  Jelgava to perform in a local amateur theatre, 
then to Riga, also with an intention of finding a job as an actress. Their 
marriage'lasted less than a year, during which her husband, whom Aspazija 
later describes as a violent alcoholic and gambler, squandered all the 
family property and emigrated to America in 1888, leaving Aspazija, her 
parents and siblings penniless. For a short time afterwards she worked as a 
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seamstress and tutoress and, having started her successful literary career, 
was offered the position of playwright at Riga Latvian Community theatre 
in 1893. In this way she was introduced to wider literary and cultural 
circles of Riga. 

Aspazija's unhappy marriage experience and the scandalous position of 
an undivorced wife provoked the erotization of her image in the public 
consciousness. This is manifest in the rhetoric of a number of reviews in 
1890s, and is echoed in 1910s, where critics single out her enrapturing zeal, 
expressed through the plot, characters, and language, of her works. Aspazija 
was mostly praised for her ability to carry away people by her avant-garde 
opinions as expressed by her passionate heroines. In the formulation of 
Marxist literary critic K, ibu!u Andrejs in 1912, "She makes everybody feel 
and experience her longing, her feelings, her joys and sorrows; everybody 
is carried away and enraptured by her goals, her strivings, their force and 
broadness of their range." (4) Aspazija's dramatic heroines and her frank 
poetry proved to be propitious material for eroticized projections from the 
public. 

There are also more "sober" accounts of Aspazija's writing, e.g. an 
anonymous collection of reviews titled Aspazija un m~su kritika ("Aspazija 
and Our Criticism", 1896) where the critic(s) point out Aspazija's 
inconsistency: notwithstanding her attempts to raise issues such as 
women's emancipation, that had not been much discussed in Latvian 
writing before, "it is evident that the writer, while preaching independence, 
is actually longing to return to the old Egyptian meat pots, to the pleasant 
slavery by 'his' side, a sweet powerlessness close to a strong and rich 
husband" (Aspazija un m~su 55). This critical account brings out the 
inherent masculine figure in Aspazija's writing as an object of the 
passionate and advanced woman's desire, thus reproaching her of 
inconsistency between her views and strivings. It demonstrates the 
patriarchal backlash to Aspazija's fame by denying her the high 
appreciation she had won by other critics. However, by revealing the 
implied male object of desire, these critics revealed the reason for what in 
their opinion was an undeservedly high estimation of Aspazija's works. 
Feminine desire, as manifested in the strivings of  powerful, attractive 
figures of women, is interpreted as the desire for man, desire addressing 
masculinity; women's frustrations are interpreted as frustrations of this 
desire, thus magnifying the esteem and positioning of masculinity. 

Aspazija wi:ote of the protagonist of Vaidelote, "'Mirdza was myself 
and all the rest was a secondary matter," (Aspazija and Birkerts 10). 
Ironically enough, the close relation between Aspazija and her heroines, 
always emphasized by critics and confirmed by the author herself, was 
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projected in Aspazija's life. Unlike her heroines, she met and married a 
man who proved to meet her desire, who proved to be her match, first as 
her shade, then her double, finally outgrowing her and turning Aspazija 
into his double and his shade. 

Aspazija and Rainis 

Aspazija's version of the first meeting of the greatest Latvian literary 
couple can be found in her preface to the edition of the first volume of her 
correspondence with Rainis (published in 1937, entailing letters from 
1894-97). Before this edition of the letters, Aspazija had provided a 
fictionalized version of their meeting and subsequent life in her 
autobiographical novel Rudens laksffgala ("Autumn Nightingale", 1933) 
which starts with a chapter "We have known each other a thousand years", 
describing the beginning of Arta Augstkalne and Jarmuts Asmins' love and 
common life course. In both the fictionalized and the documentary version, 
their meeting is depicted as fatal, significant, marked by an instant passion 
which turns out to be love in its most heightened, most sublime and 
ambivalent form. The outbreak of World War II, Aspazija's death in 1943, 
and the following periods of German and Soviet occupation interrupted the 
work of preparing the correspondence for publication. Several of 
Aspazija's researchers have pointed out her careful editing (also 
destroying) of letters and other materials (diaries, notes, etc.). Evidently 
she acknowledged the fact that by preparing this epistolary material for 
publication she was producing the basic, official version of their mutual 
life, a source for endless future variations of the story of Aspazija and 
Rainis' love and laying the basis for the periodization of their life. Each 
letter was supplied by Aspazija's comments in endnotes which sometimes 
exceed in length the text of the letter; she also interpolated her own 
memories, excerpts from her and Rainis' diaries, Rainis' and her poems, 
photos. 

She mentions a sense of deep compassion as her first impression when 
seeing the pale, slim man, dressed in homespun clothes whose face was 
nervously twitching (Aspazija and Birkerts 10). This feeling of compassion 
is later related to Rainis' arrest in 1897 for having taken an active part in 
social-democratic activities, shortly after they had settled down for a family 
life in Panevezius where he had taken a lawyer's position. Their daily 
correspondence during the year of Rainis' arrest (they were married during 
Rainis' imprisonment in 1897) and the following five years of his exile to 
North-West Russia reveals their deep mutual psychological dependence. 
Aspazija's retrospective reaction to this love is obvious from her 1937 
footnote to Rainis' first passionate love letter to her in 1894: 
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My opinion was that such persons as Rainis and I should rather have 
remained just friends, not becoming married. But life circumstances 
forced us act differently. Rainis was arrested, and he had to be saved. 
That moment laid the basis for the great love which is similar to maternal 
love, and which demands sacrifice and self-abandonment. (Ibid. 10) 

Even if their love and marriage was not motivated by Aspazija's 
sacrificial stance alone (judging from her own passionate replies to the first 
love letters, written by Rainis, her enthusiasm at the beginning of their life 
together, and her deep depression after Rainis' arrest), her moral, 
psychological, as well as physical assistance to her lover and husband is 
hard to overestimate. Her daily visits to prison, bringing him food, books, 
and letters, provided him with an essential sense of security. Moreover, in 
prison Rainis resumed writing poetry, and constantly asked for Aspazija's 
advice and comments. He had made unsuccessful attempts before they met 
and was actually discouraged by his younger sister, whose opinion he 
respected and who advised him to turn to politics and journalism. Taking 
into account her recognized fame as a poetess (in 1897 Aspazija published 
her first collection of poems Sarkanas pukes ["The Red Flowers"]), Rainis 
treated her as his teacher and senior colleague. Thus, in a letter of June, 
1897, he writes: "The verses I send you are very rough. Maybe they could 
be polished with a couple of  similes or better rhymes? Maybe you could 
help me gild them? However, I do not believe that you could make 
something out of  them." (Aspazija and Birkerts 160) 

She corrected and extensively commented on his poems, providing 
"lessons of  poetics" which proved to be very fruitful. In addition, they 
started common work on the translation of  Goethe's Faustus, in which 
Aspazija took a considerable share, though the subsequent critical thought 
attributed the whole of the work to Rainis, reducing Aspazija's input to 
producing the clean copy of  the text and organizing the editing and 
publishing process. In several months of imprisonment Rainis completed 
the major part of the Faustus translation, wrote more than a hundred 
poems, elaborated a vast material for The Human of the Future, which was 
never completed, and wrote about 60 letters to Aspazija, most of them 
close in content to philosophical essays. While Aspazija already at this 
time started treating her own writing as secondary to Rainis', The Human 
of the Future was their common project, probably inspired by Aspazija's 
poem "The Future Poet" (1895), for which they wrote notes and fragments, 
seeking for an optimal genre. This material was also later attributed to 
Rainis alone. 

Rainis demanded from Aspazija total submission to their "common 
spiritual child', as he referred to it in a letter of 30.12.1899. In this letter he 
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expresses his frustration at Aspazija's turning to religion in search of  
consolation in her severe fits of  depression during their separation, as it 
was incompatible with the Nietzschean conception of  the "new human" 
which had to be developed not only as a literary or philosophical idea, but 
also as a certain life-stance. Hence his anxiety about Aspazija's complete 
involvement in his work, coming from his fear of  loneliness and alienation, 
as in a letter of  2.08.1897: "Take more part in my work by reading 
everything that I have written. Do not forget to bring the story and, if 
possible, your notes, and a scheme or some ideas or an outline of  the novel 
which we discussed last time." (Aspazija and Birkerts 274) 

Aspazija accepted the challenge of  directing all her energy toward 
encouraging, inspiring, and sustaining Rainis morally and materially, 
determined by the first unfortunate years of  their marriage. Moreover, this 
became the basic form of  their marital relationship after his return to Latvia 
in 1903 as a well-known poet. In letters from prison and exile it is obvious 
that they treated their love as a part o f  the process of  creating new life, new 
humanity, new ethics, constructing their lives and their selves around the 
axis of  this new understanding of  love, whose author and theorist was 
Rainis, but whose source of  inspiration was Aspazija. She intuitively felt 
this and reacted by offering the highest possible form of  love in Western 
culture -- maternal love (a letter o f  27.07.1897): 

It seems to me that the more I get to know you, the more you belong to 
me. It's as if I had become your mother, as if I'd taken you into my arms 
and loved you endlessly, scattering with my great love all the storms and 
winds from your way. Why couldn't I be your mother? Our misfortune is 
that we did not have parents who would have educated us. We had to find 
our own way in life, a long, thorny, dark way! (Ibid. 234) 

Rainis' accepts and strives for this highest form of  love (4.08.1897): 

You, sweetheart, you endless sea! But I want to be big, I want to grow big 
from you, even if I have to look at you alone; I want to grow and become 
big earth that could incorporate its own sea, the same as I can take my 
little sweetie into my arms. Oh, sweetie, sweetie, you can make 
everything out of me; time and again I feel how high and wide I can 
grow, so that I can reach after the highest. You smile to me, my sunny, 
and I reach my hand and pick the highest flower, though not alone but 
with your fingers. Alone I could never reach the highest flower. (Ibid. 
278) 

The high stakes of  this "new love", constructed out of  their lives, are 
philosophically justified by Rainis by the potential o f  bringing about the 
spiritual condition of  the "new humanity" which they both represent. The 
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zenith of success as poets, playwrights, and political figures which they 
both reached around the middle of the first decade of the new century 
(1903-5) seemed to prove this vision, as this was also the most positive, 
productive period of their mutual life and work. Rainis produced his first 
collections of poems Talas noskanas zila vakara ("Distant Moods in a Blue 
Evening", 1903), V~tras sgja ("The Sowing of the Storm", 1905), and one 
of his most famous and popular dramas Uguns un nakts ("Fire and Night", 
1905); Aspazija reached the peak of popularity with her symbolic drama 
Sidraba gk, idrauts ("The Silver Veil", 1905) and published a book of poems 
Dv~seles kr~sla ("The Soul's Twilight", 1904). 

In terms of their relationship, they had reached a balance, Aspazija 
retaining her highly estimated position of a poetess of storm and 
revolution, and Rainis having received the longed-for recognition of a great 
poet and dramatist. What follows is the tragic aftermath of the 1905 
revolution, which drove the couple into exile from which they returned in 
1920 as the great poet Rainis and his faithful companion Aspazija. 

Rainis and Aspazija 

What happened during the years of their emigration to Switzerland 
(1906-20) that produced a change of roles and made Aspazija lose her 
active and enthusiastic position? At the turn of the century, she had worked 
at several periodicals, produced numerous articles, reviews on literature, 
theatre and other contemporary cultural and socio-political issues such as 
women's emancipation, woman and the social changes at the beginning of 
the new epoch. A successful poetess, journalist, housewife, and a beautiful 
and self-assured woman - - judg ing  from these references of her 
contemporaries, Aspazija had managed to embody the ideal of femininity. 

There is comparatively little correspondence from the first years of 
Aspazija and Rainis' emigration, as they had no reason to write to each 
other, since they practically never parted; letters appear later, when Rainis 
went on short trips, and when Aspazija left Lugano for Zurich, going on 
short visits to friends and for periods of study and medical treatment. With 
the exception of Rainis' diaries and the memories of the few friends and 
colleagues who came to visit the couple, there is thus much less material to 
provide insight into their relations at the end of 1910s. Ivande Kaija, a 
fledgling prose writer and family friend who visited them in 1910 was 
struck by the contrast of Rainis' enthusiastic work and energy and 
Aspazija's exhausted disposition; she could concentrate for work no longer 
than an hour a day, sometimes staying in bed till late afternoon (Viese 
116). In her memoirs Ivande Kaija accounts for this by Aspazija's 
homesickness and alienation from the native land and people. In his diaries 
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Rainis mentions Aspazija's fits of  illness, insomnia, and frequently 
recurring bad moods. He realizes the specific hardships of  Aspazija's 
situation: having gotten used to a dynamic public life, she now found 
herself isolated, depressed by her two brothers' deaths in 1909 and 1911, 
concerned about her mother's poor health, and stricken by the news of  her 
death in 1912. There are more productive periods when Aspazija writes 
poems, reviews, yet she produces far fewer texts in comparison to her 
earlier work. During 14 years of  emigration she wrote only three books of  
poetry -- her lyrical autobiography, reproducing poetic impressions of  her 
childhood and youth. Most of  her productive time was spent on 
contributing to Rainis' work -- discussing outlines for his work, editing his 
drafts angl completed texts, copying them, as Rainis was notorious for his 
illegible handwriting, doing translations of  his works, writing reviews and 
criticism. 

For Rainis, by contrast, this was the most prolific period of  writing, 
when he completed six books of  poetry, five major dramas, as well as 
numerous drafts for his future work. The project of  their common creative 
work now was clearly revealed as his work. He writes in his diary 
(19.05.1912): 

I have been occupied exclusively with myself and my own work these 
years. I did not take part in Inina's [Aspazija's love-talk name -- S.M.] 
work. I even tumed down her work. I spoke of competition. And Inina 
feels doubly alienated -- without homeland and without work. Perhaps I 
have worked more than her during this time. And Inina feels embittered 
about it. (Aspazija and Birkerts I40) 

These issues, including the topic of  competition, had appeared before. 
Thus, Aspazija, when helping compile Rainis' first collection, in a letter of  
14.09.1899, had expressed joy about his successful poems, similar to a 
mother's sincere joy at her child's accomplishments: "It is like a vast, 
snow-white, endless cloth with diamond threads. My own motley colours 
go pale in front of  this single blinding light. I always draw this comparison: 
I am the vanishing twilight of  the retreating century, you -- the new, 
dawning day." (Ibid. 58) Rainis' reaction to Aspazija as a dominating 
mother, projecting his frustrations onto her, is obvious in his letter of  
10.10.1899: 

You will totally block my way, because you take not only my themes, my 
expression, style, my words, but often also those themes which are not 
known as mine yet, as they have not been published; so finally I will 
never reach anything in lyrics and will remain your weak imitator (weak 
because I do not write in so rich colours and can be easily combated). But 
I know that my only downy-mummy cannot wish her little boy to be 
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suppressed; you are doing it unconsciously, even with an intention of 
being kind and showing that you feel the same as your baby boy; I believe 
even more -- that you cannot write poetry differently any more than in my 
style, but in spite of all, it is obvious that you block my whole way by 
doing this, my last possibility of gaining my own name. (Ibid. 61) 

Having provoked Aspazija's self-construction as a loving and nurturing 
mother for him, Rainis now lets her know his problems with her interfering 
voice, her borrowing of his themes, style and words, which she had 
actually given to him before. Notwithstanding Rainis' "new ethics" of love, 
based on the conception of emancipated man and woman's union in a 
common creative work, the traditional gender dynamics of active male and 
passively mute female are reproduced. In spite of  their potential individual 
preferences and expectations of  producing new humanity within the 
microcosm of  their couple, Aspazija could not function in the Aspazija- 
Rainis tandem, and this is no matter of  individual blame or failing. This is 
probably Aspazija's implication when, preparing the first volume of their 
letters for publication, she feels the imperative of framing their meeting, 
love, and common life in terms of  fatality and inevitability. Already in 
1911 (26.10) she tries to take off the burden of possible guilt from Rainis' 
shoulders, by writing that pessimism had always been inherent to her, and 
life conditions had only proved to be favourable for its development. She 
goes so far as to affirm her own blame for loving Rainis too much and 
loving herself too little. (Ibid. 141) 

They both allude to a breaking point in their relations around 1911-12, 
yet they both know that they live also for their nation, and in its eyes they 
would be the great loving couple, the symbolical parents who cannot 
separate without inflicting trauma on their child -- their (i.e. Rainis') 
literary creation for the nation. And they remain together. 

Rainis: the Failure o f  the Couple 

After the poets' retum to Latvia in 1920, there was a short period of 
unanimous public acclaim and participation. Rainis was especially active 
as a deputy at Saeima, the director of the National Theatre, and minister of 
education. He cherished a wish to run in the presidential elections, but was 
dissuaded by the policy makers. Yet, toward the middle of 1920s Rainis' 
and Aspazija's relations with the social-democratic party were aggravated, 
due to a long history of conflicts. The whole decade is usually referred to 
by the poets' biographers as a decade of  frustrations, when instead of their 
cherished "future state" they encountered all the political, social, and 
economic problems of  a newly-founded state. The internal frustrations of 
the couple were projected on the failed "new society" project, and reflected 
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back on the failure of their writing to produce this "new society". Rainis 
and Aspazija reacted to this situation differently. 

Rainis interpreted it as a failure of his life-creating project, on which he 
had set his hopes after meeting Aspazija, and which encompassed a 
syncretic unity of love, philosophy, way of  life, and creative work. He 
never considered writing as an autonomous activity, but regarded it within 
the context of this totality of  life-creating activities. Thus the failure of his 
marriage was perceived by him as a failure of  his attempt to unite his life 
with another human being and expand either life by this for the sake of 
creativity. He had already pointed this out in his diary entry of 09.04.1912 
(Prieditis 222). After celebrations of  his 60 th anniversary in 1925 Rainis 
tried to work out this crisis by setting on a new life-creating project which 
he called "New Life after 60". This meant both a new series of literary 
writings and the construction of a new life-partner, a new/young Aspazija. 
He met Olga Kligere in 1921 when she was a young student, living next 
door in the poets' downtown apartment house; from then on she became 
the one whom Rainis chose to see as his loving, inspiring and supporting 
double. He induced her to start writing novels and stories, to develop 
oratorical skills, to go into politics, and live an active public life; he tried to 
discuss his plans and outlines with her, as he used to do with Aspazija. Yet, 
Olga "failed" in this; in his diary Rainis expresses his bitterness at her 
reluctance to get involved with his work, even to listen to him reading his 
first drafts, her inclination to talk herself, not listening carefully enough to 
him (Viese 160-1). At the same time, Rainis sustains the bond to Aspazija 
and testifies to her significance for him by writing: "Inina remains the 
queen of  life. All poems are full of her." (Ibid. 162) 

Unlike Rainis, Aspazija did not have aspirations to a new life. She 
reacted to the failure of the couple by acknowledging Rainis' priority over 
her. This was not easy, as is indirectly demonstrated by her retrospective 
comments to their love letters and by Aspazija's a posteriori attempts to 
frame their life in terms of  fatality in her autobiographical novel Rudens 
laksffgala, the autobiography Mana dzFve and elsewhere. In her speech at 
Rainis' funeral, Aspazija makes explicit that now it is only Rainis' work 
that counts: "My situation today is the hardest. It feels like I am carrying all 
Latvian sorrow. But Rainis has given me his strength. He has left the final 
tasks for me to complete." (Ibid. 163) Aspazija feels an obligation to 
clarify the obscurities, because she is the survivor of the couple, the one 
who now is empowered to complete their common cultural role, speaking 
on behalf of  both of  them. Thus, Aspazija's major work after Rainis' death 
was organizing his huge archive and preparing letters and diaries for 
publication. As mentioned before, she managed to prepare the first volume 
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of the letters, and started publishing Rainis' diary fragments in the 
periodical Atp~ta since 1930, notwithstanding the negative reaction from 
the public, due to the nuances that demythologized their love and the ideal 
of the creative couple. Aspazija illustrates the subversive inscription of the 
feminine (herself) through her comments, footnotes to the letters, and 
selection of particular diary fragments. She projects her feminine voice into 
the masculine script, fragmenting, reorganizing, reinterpreting it. She 
started the complex process of editing/inscribing at the beginning of 1930s, 
yet did not manage to do much. This suggests that the major part of the 
process was done in her mind, during the lonely silent walks of the aging 
woman, as she is often described in the memories of her contemporaries, 
during her depressive absences from people -- friends and relatives, during 
the sleeps which were made longer and longer by sedatives and alcohol. 
The complex of mouming -- both for her deceased husband and the fatal 
nature of her life-course, completing the cultural labour of the couple, and 
inscribing herself in it, seems to be her last creative project, interrupted by 
her death in 1943. 

Postscript: Rainis as Aspazija's Creation? 

Agate Nesaule, a Latvian emigree writer and researcher from the 
United States, has produced an article on Aspazija's life and work with a 
meaningful title: "What Happened to Aspazija?" Her implicit question is, 
why do we remember so little about Aspazija, and only in relation to 
Rainis, as a part of the great couple of Latvian nation? (8-9) Reading 
Aspazija's life from the present-day perspective, it is very tempting, 
especially for a feminist reader, to emphasize Aspazija's role in giving 
birth to the couple by creating Rainis. Probably this is a sort of 
compensatory reading, but not without certain grounding. 

In Roald Dobrovenskiy's Rainis un vina brdli ("Rainis and his 
Brothers") -- a recent biographical novel on Rainis, the author emphasizes 
the way Rainis was engaged in his syncretic life-creating project by 
following several stages of it, each stage being marked by Rainis' 
periodical symbolical death and rebirth and drawing from Rainis' diaries 
and letters. Dobrovenskiy emphasizes how Rainis turned his life into a 
utopian script of the new humanity, characterized by a new understanding 
of love, new philosophy, new thinking, and new ethics. Influenced by 
Nietzsche's ideas about the superhuman, Marx's historical materialism, 
Rainis imagined himself to be the prophet of this new humanity, who had 
to demonstrate his ideas in the actual process of living. He needed to share 
this life with another human being and was lucky to meet a woman who 
made it possible for him to become the "progenitor" of the new humankind 
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of his project. This in turn relieved him of  the potential anxiety that would 
arise in homoerotic comradeship that he had started to construct with 
P~teris Stu~ka, whose social-democratic ideals for a future society and state 
he shared. At different periods of his life, both in youth and also after 
return from emigration to the newly established Latvian state, Rainis was 
torn between two directions of activities -- to act as a politician, journalist, 
or to be a poet and get engaged in writing. It was Aspazija who always kept 
persuading him to devote his time and energy to writing, to homogenize his 
otherwise scattered efforts, to overcome his fluctuation between several 
spheres of  action. Consequently one might claim that she made Rainis what 
he became -- the greatest national poet who produced in his works visions 
of the new humanity, society and state, as well as a new ethic of  
philosophy and love. She made Rainis do the labour of textualizing his 
visions; she made the prophet write, by becoming part of  him -- that part 
which nurtures and sustains. To do this, she had to give up her own script, 
to offer her own writing, style and artistic vision for Rainis to feed on and 
later claim as his own. Her artistic autonomy turned into rivalry, disturbing 
Rainis, and making her submit for his benefit. The maternal role which she 
took up, giving Rainis her love, support and help as a gift, was turned 
against her, so that it was also demanded of  her to offer the traditional 
maternal sacrifice. Aspazija's embitterment, having become conscious of 
this fact, evident in her a posteriori comments, shows that the process of 
the appropriation of her creativity was culturally structured, and that only 
partially was it her own free choice. The best realistic option, left to 
Aspazija, was the editing/inscribing labour, begun by her in order to make 
her voice more present and more evident in the common legacy of the 
couple, attributed solely to Rainis, thus reclaiming his as also hers. 

Aspazija's, as well as Anna Brigadere's, course of becoming part of  
the great cultural project of  the nation is symptomatic. Though differently 
structured and with different degrees of  self-consciousness, both cases 
provide evidence for Alice Jardine's suggested answer to Edward Said's 
question "What has kept the Western contract together?" which is in the 
form of  a counterquestion: "Has not one essential component of that 
contract been a certain conception of"woman'?"  (46). 
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